FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS WELCOME
INCOMING ALBANESE GOVERNMENT
FINSIA – the professional membership body for the financial services industry – has today welcomed the new
Anthony Albanese-led Government into office, and at the same time, thanked the previous Morrison Government for
the work done in leading Australia through a difficult and uncertain period across significant economic and public
health challenges.
“FINSIA is looking forward to being able to work collaboratively with the new Government on a broad range of financial
services policy reforms that can help to further unlock Australia’s potential to be a strong and innovative economy, one
that is able to harness the opportunities of our presence in the fastest growing region of the world economy,” said
Chief Executive Officer & Managing Director, Yasser El-Ansary.
“The financial services industry is the biggest sector of the Australian economy, contributing more than A$185B to
national output each year. The strength of our financial services industry has helped to shield Australia from some of
the most challenging economic and market downturns over the past few years, and there is an opportunity to continue
to strengthen the sector for the future.
“The intersection of innovation and financial services is something that presents Australia with an unparalleled
opportunity over the years ahead. FINSIA is looking forward to participating actively in the sharing and contest of
ideas about how we can work together to unlock and realise our full potential and, in doing so, create a stronger
Australian economy for the future,” said Mr El-Ansary.
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FINSIA — the Financial Services Institute of Australasia — is the professional membership body in Australia and New
Zealand for the financial services industry. FINSIA's heritage is over 130 years of progressing financial service
knowledge and conduct to high standards. More importantly than ever FINSIA is the connector of key stakeholders,
industry regulators, government, and education providers to help deepen trust in financial services by raising
standards of professionalism. FINSIA enables the advancement of competence and integrity for the benefit of
professionals, consumers and society.
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